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position   in   the   plain   became   untenable   against   the
mechanised arm.   Daggahbur, the last defence.
It astounded me. Here were the most aggressive fighters
in Africa talking defence in every line. The waterposts
of the Ogaden to be occupied and held against planes,
tanks, armoured cars and worst of all, artillery !
" They will beat us," said Nasibu, " but we will hold them
as long as we can." Nasibu knew, as did Ato Ambai and
the Emperor, that war goes to the machine. " We arc
supposed to be brave,'9 he said simply, " our courage is
our only weapon. In the end, we depend on you."
" Against the aeroplanes and the tanks we are digging
trenches all over the Ogaden. It is no use attacking any
of their posts—what can we do against their machine-guns ?
Better for the camps in the Ogaden to hold out to the finish.
Afewerk will see to that. His motto is—* Over my dead
body.' "
And the Dedjazmatch left, with a present to me of his
reserves of champagne and Vichy water.
That afternoon the thorn closed round us again. Lorries
had covered the bush near the road with a thick red frost
of sand. It lay in drifts where the ruts had gathered in
rare Ogaden rains. The tigrit, a tiny wide-carccl buck,
held up its delicate front hoof to look with bewilderment
at us as we plunged past through the dust clouds. One
single tortured species of thorn here, multiplied millions of
times and packed together on red sand. It grew with spiral
branches, fully spined, to the height of a man's shoulder,
and to the width of six to seven feet across. At its flat
top it was a perfect circle, traced from centre to circumfer-
ence with branches like the colours in a boy's marble. From
above, it was as if some lunatic giant had taken up a round
die and stamped the Ogaden up and down with it, to drive
people mad with the uniformity of this bush and suffocate
them with its long thorns.
As night fell there was nothing but the gaunt shapes of
bush, dull with dust. Suddenly we went into a gully and
up again. In the darkness I saw a tethered camel and a
man stooping over a fire on a steep hillside. There were
voices after the long desolation and we were asked for
passes at a thorn fence. " Nonsense," said Ali Nur, and we
drove full tilt into the hill fort of GabridiharL

